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Editorial

Hopefully you should be able to read this just before the end of the month.  June ran away with me!
Some work on the new layout, Wandleford Junction, has taken place, and I will give you a full write
up of this project, when space permits.
The main event though was a new go at the Silhouette cutter.  Again I will give full details of this, but
the result was a small diesel locomotive to be used on the Borchester Branch of the MaP (Mertonford
and Pine Tree RR). As such the project was a success, and has allowed the introduction of local two
car trains on the branch, an alternative to the Doodlebug.  Thus far all was well, but what to do with
the Doodlebug? A dangerous line of thinking.  So to, I suppose is watching house building pro-
grammes on TV?
There is a dead space in the loft.  Namely the way in, or to be precise the part of the room behind the
lifting hatch.  This cannot be reached easily and is thus free of junk, or anything else.  If the work
bench could go there, it would tend to have less clutter dumped there, as the hatch would have to be
dropped for access. The idea being that this would be for MaP maintenance and not for construction.
The latter can be done elsewhere in the house much more comfortably anyway.
Preliminary investigations were not too promising, but a closer examination of the site and what is
accessible does show some signs of possibility, especially if a couple of construction wrinkles are
employed.  This really is a case of watch this space! What to do with the former workbench and or
junk site?  A part of a former roadside interurban line is the current idea. No longer overhead fed and
to the same track gauge as the MaP.  We do already have a loco constructed on similar lines, the
dieselised ex electric employed on Pullman services from Bedford Falls to Pine Tree. An idea nabbed
from the UP and a traction line they took over.  The new line would then be a home for the Doodlebug
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and a new freight motor.  A real location for the Schulz Foods canning/bottling plant, and possibly
one other industry.
The new branch would be an extension of the new Schulz siding laid in as part of the Borchester
re-alignment project, which I may have mentioned recently.
Has anything happened to accommodate the above?  Well, sort of.  Really to help with the use of the
two car passenger train mentioned earlier.  The Tracks at Lawnton(Virtual) staging yard have been
relayed.  There is a separate road for the new passenger train.  This was at the expense of the former
transfer tracks, but even cut back these are able to hold six cars on arrival and departure sides.
Gardening has taken much time this month.  After cool and dry months a warm wet spell has put the
garden into overdrive.  This has lead to a spurt of traffic for the KLR, not to mention a fair degree of
plant clearing to allow the same to operate in the first place!
I also spent a couple of days working on the Wealden Railway Group web site.  Some pages have
moved, but are to be found by following the drop down tabs from the menu bar.  Several pages have
been rediscovered and made available once again.  A new page has been placed on the site.  It is a list
of URLs to sites that I, or others have said were of interest.  Some that I follow regularly, others that I
would not wish to lose.  They are a varied bunch; model, virtual, prototype trains, and such are all
there. The most recently added is a link to the video section of MARKLINFOFSWEDEN.  Yes most of
the trains are AC, but the scenic work is interesting and varied.  I have picked up several tips from this
site. His latest series of videos has been the construction, from the boards up, of a starter layout.
Boards, track, scenic and operation of trains, passenger and freight.  Worth a glance at!  The warning
about not vanishing down a rabbit hole is not entirely falacious.  As one site  can readily lead to
another and a whole damp Wimbledon afternoon could easily be passed starting from this page!
If you have any such sites that you think could have a wider audience, drop me a line and I may well
include it.  The page is on the public side of the password, so it is open to anyone to have a peruse,
member or no.
Another project has taken an slightly unexpected turn, before developing much beyond the envelope
phase.  I did a recent doodle plan of an industrial railway model.  A canal side industrial junction.  A
chance to use some or all of the industrial engines which I have managed to amass. In the local model
shop I picked up a couple of the new Hornby six wheel coaches.  A Southern Brake and third class
coach.  Not that they were to be in Southern livery for long.  The plain green looked as though it would
readily be weathered and made rather tatty.  Ideal for the workmen’s services on said line. What if
they were weathered on one side only? Well then they would be ideal cars for an early preserved line,
A new layout?  I do not see why, with some simple scenic modifications the industrial layout could
not function as either; tail end of the industrial railway age, newly started preserved outfit. In the
latter guise the period could be from the 1960’s through to the present day.
Not only did I pick up the two Southern coaches but the same in BR livery.  The intention is to add a
door at  the inner end of each coach.  They could be used then as a representation of an East Anglian
Pay Train, in pre DMU/Rail bus days.  All that is needed for this is a J68/9.  I have two of the latter,
one 3d printed body, the other a years old scratch built body.  Both need a chassis.  My home made
body was built to go on a Mainline J72 chassis minus about 5mm.  With the loss of some very nice cab
detail the same could happen to the 3d printed version.  The only problem being finding a couple of
J72 donors.  Scratch build the chassis?  They are only 0-6-0t anyway. Parts are available but the cost
in time and, especially, money would not be much lower than buying even the latest updated
Bachmann J72s and if the slightly earlier updated models were available, the hacksaw on Mazak would
be the far simpler and cheaper option.  No hurry, I have no working track plan for this one, yet.
I have some articles on file from members and more that I have written but not yet included.  Over
the last couple of months we have had articles from more than the usual contributors.  Why not drop
me an email and tell everyone what you have discovered, enjoyed, or constructed and how it was
accomplished?  Any format, except from the MAC (please save as .TXT or .DOC in this case). Even
handwritten and surface mail can be made to work.



Testing Times – the three Ts

Giles Barnabe

   Three Ts?  Track, Trains and Timetable.
   The railways of Isla Blanca passed a milestone in February when the final connections to the new
transformers were put in and it became theoretically possible to drive a train over the whole system
using either of the two controllers. Well, not quite, as the old AMR hand-held had finally given up the
ghost and needed to be replaced. However, the first train running through San Juan came to an
unscheduled halt and it was discovered that a short length of the Common Return rail, between a
turnout and the nearby baseboard join was missing its feed wire – soon reinstated. A longer job turned
out to the turntable, and again it was the Common Return that was missing, Also, since the original
installation a new unpowered siding had been added running off behind the roundhouse; it had
subsequently been decided that this would house two small railcars or locomotives. This in turn
demanded some retro-fitted
wiring, at the furthest corner of
the layout – a job that eventually
entailed a pair of folding steps,
my standing on the work-table
and, at one point, kneeling on
the layout. I wonder it did not
collapse! Eventually the power-
leads were soldered in place and
hooked up to a centre-off slide
switch mounted next to the
track beside the control panel,
as there was not space on the
panel for the mounting. The
switch has been dug into the
“earth” along the front of the
baseboard and disguised with paint and scenic dressings. To be honest, now this is a home layout –
and there are lolly-stick point levers sticking up through the roadway in the goods yard – scenic purity
is no longer 100%.
    When the layout was designed, I had hoped that it would occasionally be operated by a team of three
operators and the timetable and train working sheets were drawn up accordingly. With Covid
restrictions, this plan has been altered to working the timetable solo, meaning that the three work-
sheets (one for each station) have had to be unpicked and stitched back together as a single unit.  This

has caused problems, as formerly there was
simultaneous work going on in more than
one place. Some actions could be retimed,
particularly shunting moves, but there are
still places where it is “eleven o’clock” at
Puerto Paseo, before the operator moves to
San Juan to complete the eleven o’clock tasks
there. This means that time is suspended and
a train that should be rolling along is stuck at
a station in suspended animation. However,
not using this method means that the neces-
sary timetable meets cannot take place,
which is a major part of operations. The alter-
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native of cancelling most of the day’s trains and just running each train on a simple journey is not
nearly so attractive.
   To date, eleven versions of the timetable have existed, and the written instructions do not always
match the train graph that was the foundation for drawing up the timetable. To bring all this together
and check the new running method, what is in effect a Dispatcher’s board has been made from an old
cork pin-board with the addition of the layout plan drawn on it. It is now possible to run the timetable
in a virtual fashion using push-pins to represent the various trains. Coloured paperclips can be used
for the wagons, so that a tally can be kept of the siding capacities along the route.
   At present the tracks only get as far as the lead to the station at Arenal, but it is hoped that this

section can be built in the coming
Summer (garden work permitting),
while the dismantling of an old cup-
board has provided a sheet of thick
plywood almost exactly the right
length for the layout’s fiddle yard.
The station layout at Arenal has been
drawn out full sized and the tracks in
the staging sidings planned, so the
maximum length of trains that can be
stored is now known. Marshalling
these trains will be something of a
problem as I have been turning out

models with little thought of standardisation as to length; it may yet prove possible to split the rolling
stock into long, medium and short vehicles to help keep trains from overhanging passing loops, but
the hope is that if the train fits one of the shorter staging sidings it will also fit the loops. Nevertheless,
some possible train formations are being worked out to check line and siding capacity. With just over
sixty wagons, eight or nine coaches and seven brake vans there will be plenty of rolling stock to choose
from. Luckily, I have also managed to acquire a small table-top chest-of-drawers which, once it has
been modified, will fit beneath the staging yard and provide twelve storage drawers for spare rolling
stock.

The storage cabinet that will eventually support the staging yard

Driving at Tinker’s Park
Les Coleman

The Great Bush Railway at Tinkers Park, Hadlow Down,
held its first public event of the year over the weekend of
5th-6th June 2021. I’m privileged to be a guard, steam and
diesel driver, so I was looking forward to it.
The first driving turn on Saturday was on “Cape” a 4W
diesel-mechanical single cylinder Orenstein & Koppel,
built in 1935. It’s only 10 HP but can propel a full coach up
the 1 in 30 curve in low gear. The 3-speed gear arrange-
ment is interesting, being controlled by a hand wheel. The
throttle has two fixed settings. Starting is by manual han-
dle, so it’s best not to stall it! Still, she performed very well
all day and didn’t need to be retired to make way for one
of the Motor-Rail or Ruston diesels of younger vintage.
My next driving stint was on Sao Domingos, our 11 ton
0-6-0 O&K steam loco. Roger and I took turns to drive and fire, 3 runs of our 1/4 mile track each. Roger
is a very experienced steam driver and I learned a lot. The controls of a steam loco are basic but very
hands-on. “Notching-back” is essential to save steam and coal, and the great thing is that you can



switch from forward to reverse while on the
move to assist with braking. Try doing that in
a car!
The fireman’s duties are continual - making
sure the fire is OK with no “holes” in the coal
bed, raking the fire to clear any clinker build-
up, operating the injector to keep the boiler
water level right, while at the same time main-
taining sufficient steam pressure (injecting
water into the boiler cools it significantly, re-
sulting in a lowering of steam pressure, and a
driver needs good pressure to get up the 1 in 30
grade without opening the regulator so much
that the wheels begin to slip).
On the other hand, if the fire gets too hot, the

boiler pressure builds up and the safety valves start to lift - a waste of steam and expensive coal. It’s a
balancing act.
It was a very busy couple of days, with two trains, one steam and one diesel-hauled running non-stop
all day. The queue for a train ride was continuous, with people still queueing at 5.00 pm on the Saturday
Hopefully we managed to give the many passengers a smooth ride. Well, we didn’t get any complaints
but very many thanks! A great weekend.

The Start of Something Small – Practical OO/HO
Part 4

Andrew Walters

This part of the article covers display tables and preparations for transporting & being ready for
exhibitions.
Display Tables. This stage describes the work done on developing the existing two display tables, to
be able to present and operate the layout effectively.
How It Was Done : Principles of the tables : The need for extra display tables arose because the
layout plus new fiddle yard is longer than it used to be, and this doesn’t fit on just two tables.  It
needed three tables, which provides a side space on which reference material, additional items to view
et. can be placed, to be able to have a broader presentation at an exhibition.  Heights of tables are a
very personal matter.  Whilst one wants to have a presentation that can be comfortably viewed by the
visitors, we also want to have tables that can be comfortably used by the operators.  We all know what
height suits us, to be able to access stock easily and carefully, and to operate the layout either standing
or seated.  To suit my height ( 1.82m ) a table height of 1.1m is acceptable.  It is possible to  stand
behind the layout and operate it without back strain, or sit on a tall stool in front of the layout. NOTE
: for visitors who need some additional help in viewing a taller-presented layout, e.g. wheelchair users,
I’ve found that being able to take stock off the layout and show it to the visitor, and having some
diagrams or drawings handy that they can hold and study, is good.  One should remember to be
seated as well, ideally on an ordinary chair so that eye-contact with the visitor is horizontal.
How It Was Done : Constructing the tables : Two additional display tables have been made, the same
height as the existing tables and very slightly narrower ( due to the availability of suitable-width
plywood at the DIY superstore ).  The working/viewing heights are considered comfortable.  The
tables and diagonal bracing struts have been numbered properly and consistently, and the fixing
bolts/washers/nuts sets have been consolidated from individual layouts to one bolts box.  The side
accessories table uses the same diagonal bracing struts that Redhill Station on the North Downs Light



Railway uses.  Before materials were obtained and work started, the stowing capabilities of the car
were checked to make sure that the design would be practical to transport in a small hatchback
boy-racer(!).  it is possible to load the four tables, stacked one on top of the other **, crossways on the
folded-down rear seats.  The modest-sized boot space will take the packed baseboards, four storage
crates plus a small suitcase for overnight stops.
** A small but in hindsight essential job was also done, where anti-rocking blocks were attached to
the hinged legs, so that the stacked tables were stabilised in transit and did not rock sideways.
How It Was Done : Setting-up and using the tables : It is helpful and beneficial to exhibition
organisers to be able to be self-sufficient in terms of layout, tables, stools etc. .  The construction of
the two additional tables, plus an adaptor plate to attach the third table to the side accessories table,
provides the following presentation options :-
Two tables : width 2.44 metres, depth 0.45 metres.  Suitable for presenting Souk el Khemis and Rouen
Ste. Catherine.
Three tables : width 3.64 metres, depth 0.45 metres ( excluding side accessories table ).  Suitable for
presenting Osbornia / Le P’Ti Pot.
Four tables - two wide and two deep : width 2.44 metres, depth 0.9 metres.  Available for presenting
guest layouts etc., or longer-term a continuous-circuit new layout should one be built.
Looking back at the exhibition presentations diary, the 2-part display table has been used 71 times in
the last 18 years.  It has stood the test of time well.
Preparations for Transporting. This stage gives a few thoughts on what to do to aid transporting
the layout, and being ready for exhibiting it.
How It Was Done : Operating : several operating sessions were held with either French or British
stock, run as prototypically as possible.  This enabled train formations and stocklists to be confirmed,
which in turn would help with the planning for packing & transporting.  It’s not too early to be
running a basic layout intensively before all the scenic details have been added.  It will be necessary
to access the stock, and therefore this is the ideal time to ensure that any scenic details are not placed
so that they are completely in the way of what one wants to do.  It’s just about possible to tweak track
geometry or make changes to wiring at this stage, where the intensive operating has highlighted an
improvement that needs to be made.
How It Was Done : Packing : Removable items need to be boxed, possibly with padding, to avoid
them being damaged in transit.  Several storage boxes were used ( empty low-fat spread tubs & lids ).
Larger empty tubs were used for storing bolts, a basic repair kit of several different types of glues, and
a make-up kit of small pots of paint for the main scenic colours – particularly blue for the sky on the
backboards, empty 35mm film canisters with spare ballast / flocage, and a couple of brushes.  Once
all the items had been boxed, it was just possible to store them all in one folding storage crate.  This
has helped with the overall preparation for loading the car where an overnight stay is needed and thus
luggage plus potential second operator will need to be transported as well.

At last it works

SparkZ and more

The other day, it being wet and cold, I decided that the
loft was The place to be.  I had finished the last card
session the previous day and only a couple of cars need-
ed moving to be at their correct starting points.  So, that
done, I did not feel like starting another sequence quite
yet.
So.  I pulled out the Christmas decorations so that the
hard to reach corner at Borchester/Gammon Point



could be accessed.   The track was lifted and the board made level and true.  The track was re soldered
into a single curve with a new bit of straight track to sort out a previous kink.
A while back, more than a year, I mentioned that I had constructed a new point for the far end of
Borchester.  This was used to test the real life use of a servo motors for point control.  It was a quick
job to remove the old, thirty plus year old battered PECO point out of the line and remove too the
Tenshodo point motor, leaving the wiring in place.
The new point did fit the location and with a little attention to the wiring, it was plugged into the track
plan. In situ the lashed up wiring worked well.  Electrical and track alignment testing completed it was
time to fit up the permanent wiring.  The battery box and switch were removed  and the two former
solenoid wires were attached to the servo circuit.  At the other end the battery box  (Ex battery
Christmas lights) was fitted above the Borchester telephone and a new point operating switch was
fitted to some PlastiCard and inserted into  the platform in place of the older switch and button.  The
switch works as a simple DPDT reversing switch, changing the polarity of the power being fed to the

servo circuit.  The toggle
showing which way the
point is set.
However all did not end
there. The above point
worked so well that I
thought some other work
might be a good idea.
The rear siding at the
cinema end was a little
too close to the loop, and
occasionally caused un-

wanted rolling stock interaction.  I also wanted to provide some
more traffics on the line as a whole.
Taking this as an opportunity for general improvement, a spray
bottle and wet water were located.  The main scenery was
removed. The whole area liberally sprayed and left whilst the
deconstructed enjoyed a coffee. All the track into the old loco
shed and that siding were lifted.  The ballast was scraped up and
saved for later.
I then re did the exit window in the end scene, making it even
broader. New tracks were laid to a better looking, and it turns

out, better working arrangement.  There has been a loss of one loop line, but a long branch now runs
to the Schultz (Borchester) Plant.  This sits just behind the line into Borchester, so is accessible in case
of coupler difficulty.  Schultz's can now take six cars and no longer shares this with another supplier.
The track was wired and soldered as appropriate, then painted.  Lastly the ballast went down.
Cereal packets next.  This was to construct a new diesel shed for Borchester, most of the traffic on the
branch is diesel hauled (for now). The new building
has an overhead office and double track
storage/workshop facility.
The siding, the one that really started all of this was
moved back into the road space slightly. No more
collisions, well not so far any way.
The pictures show what has been done at this and the
far end of Borchester depot.  What you cannot see is
how this has affected the rest of the layout.  Six cars
now, just for Schultz's.  There is a new traffic from
Mertonford Town, from the brewery, fortunately occu-
pying the operator space!  Bulk drinks are taken to the



Schultz's plant for bottling and distribution.  This provides a need for cars to and from Mertonford
Town yard.  The two users of that siding have increased their use of the line by at least a couple of
cards too.
More traffic out of Mertonford has led to another extra traffic here too, but that van traffic may await
another story.
The new Borchester has proved to be fun to operate, and the extra  cars make life more fluid on the
upper parts of the MaP too.  All in all a useful couple of afternoons!

Great long strips of PlastiCard!

Andrew Knights

A shorter up date on Wandleford Junction this time. I
have related, at length I heard you say, on the construc-
tion of the layout as far as and up to the first running
session and stock test.
Track laid and wired and that third rail spread web like
across the layout, except where collector shoes would
have to hit the side of the rail.
Remember that siding?  I wanted to provide power down there too.  But
it is a siding and would have people close by in a confined space.  It would
be of the wooden sheathed variety, hopefully!
How to model this?  I had made some side contact third rail a few years
back. This was for the  Milwaukee based 34th Street layout and its ground
supplied inter urban cars.  After some searching I found the tools for this,
the main one being a copy of the  Tamiya scribing knife.  Mine came from
Squires way back when I was thinking about the 34th Street layout. Then
I had to cut a slot into some plastic strip just under 0.5mm below the top
all along one side of said strip.  This time the slot had to be along the top,
narrow edge, of a length of similar strip.
The strip concerned is 2.5mm by 3.5mm and in ten inch lengths.  I pinned
a steel ruler to the MaP work bench, old family coffee table, note OLD.
I slid a length of plastic up against this and then pushed a second ruler
hard up against both. More drawing pins secured this into place.
A third ruler was held so that the scribe could be run along the top of the strip.  I took about a dozen
passes along each section, making the cut deeper each time. After a while I had a bench covered with
shavings and slightly more than enough scribed strip to provide power to that siding.
To the layout. I mixed up some Gorilla five minute epoxy and applied this to the bottom of the strip.
This had been securely glued and cut to the desired length.  That being all of the conductor rail for that

board.  The adhesive covered rail was pressed down and a
couple of pins were driven through the rail slot and into the
baseboard.  Thus fixed the rest of the glue was added
behind the rail and worked up to the rail edge and into the
ballast.  This was repeated with the other board beyond the
end of the unguarded third rail. All was left to set overnight.
Next day I painted the white plastic strip. A patchy light
grey for the sides and dark grey for the top sides and “rail”
itself.  Again once the glue had dried a heavy application of
graphite was added to the  “rail” to complete the picture.


